Exfoliation and Sensitization of 2D Carbon Nitride for Photoelectrochemical Biosensing under Red Light.
Two-dimensional carbon nitride (CN) has drawn increasing attention as a conjugated metal-free polymer for photoelectrochemical (PEC) biosensing. However, CN only absorbs ultraviolet and very limited visible light (λ<460 nm), which poses potential risks for biomolecules and also cannot pass through tissue for in vivo detection. Herein, simultaneous exfoliation and functionalization of CN nanosheets (CNNS) with copper phthalocyanine (TsCuPc) simply by mechanical milling, thanks to the delicate π-π interaction between them, is reported. Moreover, due to energy-level matching, an effective donor-acceptor (D-A) interaction with much-improved photocurrent under irradiation with red light (λ>630 nm) was observed for the as-prepared CNNS-TsCuPc. As an example, dopamine in blood was detected by using red light by a CNNS-TsCuPc photoelectrode with uncompromised linear range and detection limit, as well high selectivity. As one of the few successful demonstrations of red-light-responsive PEC sensing systems, this work takes a first step toward future in vivo applications by enriching the optoelectronic properties of CN with task-specific antenna molecules via D-A interaction.